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Liana
Liana is a non-profit Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) operating in the field of
development cooperation. It was established in 2005 and is registered in Finland. In
2008 it was registered as an International NGO is Tanzania†. The organisation was
established to link local development initiatives with expertise, resources, information
and knowledge. It helps fill the gap that often separates proven knowledge and
practical development activities. Liana's role in development is advisory and
supportive, aiming at building local capacity. It works through farmer groups, local
development organisations, schools and/or local governments who implement
collaborative projects and activities. Liana supports groups that allow people to
develop and implement their own solutions leading to change. It focuses its
interventions on the most vulnerable groups of rural dwellers, starting its work from problems
perceived by the people themselves as the most critical.
Liana aims to base all its activities on best evidence and understanding that comes from:
 Lessons learned from practical development interventions
 Local knowledge
 The wide existing scientific knowledge base
 Analysing and interpreting the relevance of information to local problems
Liana Regular members are development and development research professionals with developing
country and project management experience. Most of the work done by members is voluntary. When
necessary Liana recruits professionals from outside the organisation as short-term volunteers.
Registered organisations or individuals who do not meet the criteria can become Supporting members.
Purpose
The purpose of the organisation is to use the best proven knowledge to improve the livelihoods of the
poor in developing countries and other poor areas while sustaining the environment, emphasising
equality and joint responsibility.
To fulfil its purpose the organisation operates
 To meet local development needs by generating, finding and evaluating relevant reliable
information
 To enable local organisations and through them local people to use this information by
connecting sources and experts
 To follow the livelihood status of the poor, putting forward proposals and initiatives, and
giving statements
 To support local practical development work through local development organisations with
whom agreements of collaboration have been signed
 To facilitate action by development professionals who have the knowledge, the skills and the
vision to develop and implement projects aiming at alleviating poverty
To support its operations Liana
 Applies for project funding from governments, foundations and other relevant bodies
 Helps local development organisations secure funding
 Finances its activities by accepting donations and other assistance
Contacts:
E-mail: liana (ät) liana-ry.org
Phone numbers to Eija Soini : +358-(4)00-706322
Web page: www.liana-ry.org

†

Liana ry, Registration number in Finland 192.207, Y-tunnus/Business Identification Number 1982505-3. Liana
registration in Tanzania OONGO/0457, International NGO, Mainland of Tanzania as area of operations.
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1. Introduction:
The current era of the earth’s evolution has been called the anthropocene since human activity is the biggest
cause of change in the Earth system. Our carbon emissions are changing the climate, 40% of the total land
surface is now used for agriculture, species are becoming extinct at a rate of 1000 to 10000 times the
‘natural’ (without humans) rate, and our plastics are found in the most remote parts of the earth. This is all a
consequence of the global development that has happened. It has allowed human populations to be far larger
than ever before - and still grow at a high rate - and for those people to produce and consume far more than
ever before, despite the fact that many still go short. But the global environmental consequences of all this
is alarming.
The international community, through the UN, is in the process of negotiating development goals that
emphasise sustainability. These Sustainable Development Goals will guide global development efforts for
the coming 15 years, and will be agreed in September 2015. These are much broader that the Millennium
Development Goals of the last 15 years, and envisage integrated action on:
• Dignity: to end poverty and fight inequality;
But in the end,
• People: to ensure healthy lives, knowledge and the inclusion of
actions that impact on
women and children;
the
lives
and
• Prosperity: to grow a strong, inclusive and transformative economy;
environments of the
• Planet: to protect our ecosystems for all societies and our children;
rural poor are more
• Justice: to promote safe and peaceful societies and strong
likely to be the result
institutions; and
of those people taking
steps themselves.
• Partnership: to catalyse global solidarity for sustainable
development
The ‘planet‘ category here is an important recognition that development - meaning improved conditions in
the other dimensions listed - cannot take place without a concern for their impacts on the earth system. We
need to use the resources of this one Earth with an understanding that they are limited and irreplaceable, and
that we need to operate within the ‘planetary boundaries’ of key processes. Recent analysis shows that we
are falling far short of that with regard to ‘biosphere integrity’ that includes conservation of biodiversity.

It is only with better
knowledge, an appreciation
of the beauty and the
complexity of the Earth, and
a deep caring of our only
planet that the younger
generation could succeed in
a transition to global
sustainability.
1.
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Some practical implications are immediately clear. Conservation of
biodiversity, and the ecosystems on which life depends, is not
something that can be considered separately from other development
objectives. The days when we thought we could meet conservation
objectives by creating and policing reserves are over. Current
understanding shows that we need to integrate conservation with
development, and that integration needs to happen at every scale,
from global efforts to individuals’ lifestyle choices.
Liana has been working at local scale in Northern Tanzania. Two
requirements for bringing biodiversity and ecosystem conservation
into people’s thinking and action became apparent:

Understanding that there are simple things that anyone can do to help, particularly to help conserve and
reverse degradation of their local environment. Farmers we worked with came to understand that there
are things such as planting trees or using improved stoves that can have immediate positive effect on
their environment. This change in thinking led them to propose other actions on restoring degraded
land – ideas that came up during the last training of the Mwanga rainwater project while training the
farmer group leaders in planning new projects for their groups.
A better understanding of the global connections to local actions and some of the drivers of
environmental problems would help show the importance and value of local actions.

These were the motivation for Liana to start its newest project, an environmental education project in the
secondary schools of Mwanga lowlands.

The UN processes help generate global attention, prompt research and provide frameworks for others to use.
But in the end, actions that impact on the lives and environments of the rural poor are more likely to be the
result of those people taking steps themselves. It is only with better knowledge, an appreciation of the beauty
and the complexity of the Earth, and a deep caring of our only planet that the younger generation can
succeed in making a transition to global sustainability.

2. Builder training: School demonstration tank and small
tanks
The year 2014 brought a distinct change in Liana operations in Tanzania. It had been planned that Liana
continues to run a donor funded project in Mwanga lowlands for two more years. The three main
components of the planned project were building rainwater harvesting tanks at schools, tank builders
training the youth in building small tanks, and environmental education through Secondary school science
teacher training.
Liana was denied funding for this project by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs (based on a long list of mostly
uninformed comments). After this Eija tried to get the project funded by the Coca Cola foundation, however,
the foundation was not interested in a project that would have only local impact.
It has been earlier considered essential for Liana to have a Liana regular member locally available to guide
the projects. This has ensured that Liana has been able to perform with the highest possible quality and using
the best current knowledge. As donor funding was no more available for the activities and yet there was
clearly local potential to operate by Tanzanian forces alone, it was decided that Liana tests another way of
operation, i.e. supporting local persons that have worked with Liana for several years and proven to be
reliable and responsible and with adequate skills to work independently. This meant in practice supporting
the tank builders to do independent activities along the lines of the planned project, namely, training the
youth and learning to build a school tank, and having a local environmental educator visiting Secondary
schools and operating through Nature Clubs - teaching students directly, not through teacher training. This
whole process led Eija and Ric to a decision to leave Tanzania and relocate in Finland. Eija did her first
monitoring trip to Tanzania between 31st of December 2014 and 10th of January 2015 to see if the new
concept works.
School demonstration tank
Liana had originally trained eleven tank
builders in its two earlier projects, four in
its Kilimanjaro project and another seven
builders in Mwanga. All of them had also
learned to build three different models of
stoves.
One of the builders, Atanas Ndanu was
particularly active in obtaining new
building skills on his own initiative,
sometimes travelling long distances, often
by his own funds to work with builders
with specific skills. In 2013 he had
travelled to Karatu to build larger tanks
Figure 1. Ndanu guiding the other builders in building a for schools. Subsequently Eija asked him
to train the other builders from Mwanga in
30,000 litre school tank at Mabungo.
the same skill by building a demonstration
tank for a school. Six builders took part (one of the builders in Mwanga has moved away). These are Januari
and Apendaeli from Mgagao, Florence and Daudi from Lembeni, and Musa and Ernest from Kisangiro.
Arrangements were first made with Kifaru and Majengo primary schools and some of the materials were
transported there. The main criteria for the selection of the building site was that this demonstration tank
should be close to a main road so that as many as possible can see the tank, and the school should make it
own share of arrangements in a very short time. It proved to be problematic to build a tank at a site shared
by two schools, as mistrust between the headmasters of the schools over the ownership and user rights of the
tank delayed the practical arrangements. It was decided that we look for another school that is more capable
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in making the arrangements and thus is also more likely to maintain the tank in the long run. Finally quick
arrangements were made with Mabungo primary school and the materials were shifted there and the tank
was built there.
All the arrangements with the schools and the
builders and material purchases and transportation
were made independently by Ndanu. Eija and Ric
visited the building site on their last day in
Tanzania in April. Gutters were built by Musa and
Daudi afterwards. Schools continue to have big
motivation to get rainwater harvesting tanks and
despite a letter to explain the difficulty of getting
funding, they continuously send enquiries to Liana
asking when the tank building activity starts. Most
of the schools do not have any source of water at
all.
Youth learning to build five cubic meter tanks
Figure 2. Ernest’s students and the satisfied owner
It had originally been Apendaeli’s idea to ask
of the tank posing in front of one of the training
support to train the youth in his village in building
tanks in Kisangiro.
smaller tanks. Some of the other builders got
interested in the same idea. It was decided that the
tank model taught to the youth should be half of
the 10 cubic meter tank that had been built in
Liana’s earlier projects. This would enable poorer
families to make the investment. Ndanu and Eija
made calculations for optimal dimensions for a 5
cubic meter tank (given that certain materials like
wire mesh come in sheets), and all the materials
needed and their cost.
Ndanu and Apendaeli started the activity. A few
Figure 3. Ndanu (in the middle) with his students. weeks later Ernest asked Eija by a text message to
New skills can open a whole new life and earning an do the same in his village. So three builders in
three villages made public announcements of this
income becomes possible.
opportunity in their villages and got interested
young men take part in the training. We also needed persons in the villages with the capability of paying all
the materials needed and thus provide a building site for the
training, as Liana would only pay the labour costs of the
builders and the transportation of the materials. These
people were also easily found. All the trainees had some
previous building experience in building houses and using
cement. A project-trained gutter builder came to build the
gutters, but the cost was paid by the new owner. Musa built
gutters in Kisangiro and Yam Makaa and Apendaeli in
Mgagao.
Apendaeli trained five persons (Medson Amanieli, Issa
Amini, Zephnia A Mchome, Hassan Ramadhani and Elia
Mashine), Ernest four (Braison Safari, Hassan Mwihidini,
Abdallah Musa and Rama Ally), and Ndanu four students
(Iddy Abdalla Mtema, Salutary Bantazari, Yusuphu Semeni
Musa and Antipas Mzemzee). Ten tanks were built in total
as apprentice training tanks. Left-over funds from the
Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland covered part of the
Figure 4. Musa's carefully built gutters.
cost of these two activities.
These activities in which the local builders took full leadership and full responsibility of the whole task - and
did it very well - were some of the best and most rewarding achievements in Liana projects. It is the sense of
responsibility, honesty and high work morale, boldness to be in charge and adequate skills level to perform a
3

task independently that makes some of these builders a great example of how certain individuals get
empowered over years of work opportunity to grow above everyone’s expectations.

3. Environmental education in Nature clubs in the Secondary
schools of Mwanga lowlands
Planning and preparation
Environmental education in Secondary schools was originally planned to take place through in-house
training of science teachers who would deliver the lessons in their schools (10) as extra-curricula science
lessons to Form-3 students. There was supposed to be an external volunteer who would visit schools
regularly to assist the teachers and monitor the quality of teaching methods and the content, and arrange
showing nature films.
In the absence of donor funding for the teacher training workshops and the operational costs of a volunteer,
Liana needed to find another cheaper way of delivering the lessons to the students. It was felt that Liana did
not have a real option of not doing the project. The activity had been planned with the schools and the
Secondary education office, and as the schools and the office were very eager to start, some way of
implementing the project needed to be found.
It was decided that an environmental educator be recruited locally to visit Nature clubs in the schools. At
this point we decided to include all thirteen lowland schools to the project. Some schools had suitable clubs
running, some needed to start a new club. Headmasters in schools that did not offer any environmental
education thought it would be a very important thing to start a club. Schools that had environmental clubs
had hardly any curricula to follow (other than keeping the school area tidy) and teachers and the Secondary
education office recognised that external help was badly needed for the content.
January, February, March was a busy time developing the actual lesson plans. Several lessons were
developed by Eija with a biologist David Simiyu from the Mwenge University who was also at that time
prepared to deliver the lessons at the schools.
Biology and geography books were consulted in detail to see if the Nature club curriculum could be
designed in a way that directly supported these subjects and the timing of the lessons planned accordingly. It
was however noted that geography books are totally outdated in their content with no topics of current
environmental problems and their solutions, and extremely low quality in presentation, language and
printing. Biology books are of higher quality (from an overseas company), however, ecology or any
environmental issues are covered in just nine pages over the four year curriculum.
Thus it was concluded that the Nature club curriculum would be a separate, independent set of lessons that
cover the most relevant and important global and local (Mwanga lowlands) environmental problems and
their solutions. It was also concluded that films would make the lessons more interesting. Thus a kit that
makes it possible to show films in schools without electricity was put together. It includes a car battery, an
inverter, small speakers and a flat monitor. In addition, Liana laptop that has been used for bookkeeping is
needed.
The selected topics for the lessons are:
• Lesson 1: A human run world (anthroposcene). A short film ‘The human quest’ introduces current
environmental problems caused by humans and emphasises the fact that it is humans who are
obliged to solve them as well. It introduces the need for an environmentalist to work at three levels,
by knowledge (to understand the problems and the solutions), aesthetics (appreciating the beauty of
nature) and heart (love of nature).
• Lesson 2: Land degradation. This lesson introduces the most common land degradation types
relevant to drylands and the adjacent hills in Mwanga. The independent task to do in groups in the
guidance of their own club teacher is to study eleven sustainable land management practices and
make a poster of each method.
• Lesson 3: Endangered species and poaching. Three films included: ‘Endangered species it’s now or
never’, ‘African rhino poaching crisis’ and ‘Cameroon elephant slaughter’.
The lesson introduces the IUCN system of classifying animals according to their conservation
status, the causes and solutions, and the nature and scale of poaching. As an independent task
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students make posters of selected endangered species by drawing pictures of the animals and
describing the conservation status of the animals.
Lesson 4: Waste management and the problem of plastic waste. Two films ‘The Majestic Plastic
bag’ and ‘Plastic Takes over the Oceans’.
This lesson introduces the problem and scale of wastes, and waste management. It concentrates on
the problem of plastics and their danger to wildlife. The independent task following this lesson is to
indentify waste problems at the school, at home and in the village.
Lesson 5: Domestication of animals and plants. Two films: ‘Dog domestication’ and ‘Working
dogs’.
This lesson is about domestication of dogs, dogs performing different tasks, the difference of
domesticated and wild animals, domestication of plants (e.g. maize), hybrid seeds, GM crops. The
independent task left to the schools is to draw dogs performing different useful tasks (guiding the
blind, guarding, working as therapy dogs, family pets, working at customs and at the police forces,
shepherding sheep and cattle). This lesson has a strong emphasis on humane treatment of domestic
animals, especially dogs that are very mistreated, underused and neglected in Tanzania.
Lesson 6: Climate change. One film included: ‘Climate change, the state of science’.
This lesson is about the mechanism of climate change, the sectors and gases contributing to it, the
global consequences and how the climate is predicted to change in Tanzania. Independent task:
What consequences do increased rainfall, raised temperature and unpredictable weather patterns
bring in Tanzania? Think especially about 1. Urban areas, 2. Agriculture and 3. Infrastructure.
Lesson 7: Rapid population growth and its consequences. One film included: TED talk by Hans
Rosling, ‘ Global population growth’.
This lesson puts the recent fast population growth in a historical perspective, compares different
fertility rates around the globe and discusses the consequences of rapid population growth on
development efforts in countries like Tanzania. As an independent task students make posters
showing family trees of three generations with five children per woman and three generations with
two children per woman.
Lesson 8: Functions of trees in the ecosystem is a lesson about the functions of trees as habitats and
about the ecosystem services provided by trees. One film included ‘The Queen of trees’, shortened
to 17 minutes by Eija. Independent task: Study in detail Tanzania’s ecosystems, biodiversity and
the threats Tanzania’s nature and ecosystems are facing by using the reading materials provided.
Make 13 poster, each of a different topics.
Lesson 9: As a preparation for a trip to a National Park, students make decorative maps of the
National Parks in Tanzania and familiarise with the park rules for visitors.

Over the initial lesson planning period plans were made with Makoa farm (www.makoa-farm.com/) for the
students to visits the farm to see the domestic and wild animals residing on the farm and to take part in their
conservation lessons. Makoa farm offered to receive the students for a one-day training for free if Liana paid
the transport to bring them there. It was proposed that six most active and environmentally interested
students from each schools (three girls and three boys) would be taken on these trips, four trips altogether.
Later on, the most outstanding students would get an opportunity to take part in one week training at the
farm to get a more in-depth knowledge of conservation and about caring domestic and wild animals.
Makasa safari company (http://www.makasatanzania.com/) offered vehicles and drivers to take six selected
students and the club teachers from each school to a national park. This is a donation in kind with a value of
over € 2000. This trip was planned to take place at the end of the lessons.
The first problems with this project were encountered as David cancelled his availability. It turned out to be
difficult to find a replacement. Eija used all of her networks to announce the position and interviewed three
persons and received many more CVs by e-mail, however no suitable candidate could be found. It was
decided that Shangwe, even though not a teacher, if willing would be given the opportunity to try this new
activity – and the new way of working independently with the Liana project when Eija is no more in the
country. The number of schools was adjusted to eight and they are all quite close to the tarmac road.
What was done in 2014?
The project started only in September due to Shangwe’s other assignments in the District Council. Three
first lessons were done in each school (the human run world, land degradation and endangered species) and
the four trips to Makoa farm took place before schools closed for Christmas. Eija travelled to see the project
on the 31st of December. The following are her impressions of the project based on discussions with
Shangwe and visiting three schools and interviewing four club teachers.
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Lessons have been received very enthusiastically and the
topics are considered interesting and the materials and
methods good for the topics.
Students’ performance and English language abilities
vary from school to school. In most cases clubs have
members from Form-1 to Form-4 with one school also
having Form-5 students in the clubs. This means a large
variability within the groups in the level of knowledge
and level of English language skills. In some schools it
has been necessary to use Swahili to help clarify new
vocabulary and in some parts of the content of the topic.
The selected short films are in most cases showed twice.
The second viewing involves stopping the film in places
and clarifying the content and vocabulary.
In some schools girls needed specific encouragement to start participating actively in discussions and in
answering questions. However, the pattern is not that clear: on some lessons and in some schools girls may
have been more active and boys needed encouragement.
Major difficulties were encountered with the independent tasks left for the clubs, as they were not instructed
adequately. Even if a lot of posters could have been made and students obviously enjoyed the colour pencils,
marker pens, glue, manila paper etc. – things that are in most cases never available in local schools - posters
might have been made of wrong topics and not the ones presented in the reading materials left at the schools
for the self-study (e.g. they were made out of the topics of the lessons, e.g. land degradation and thus the
reading materials about the solutions were left unused). Also, not all teachers are organised, and thus
independent tasks can be severely late or not done at all. Eija wrote several detailed instruction sheets to be
delivered to the teachers so that tasks could be redone as designed.
Another difficulty had been to estimate material usage for these tasks even though lesson plans included the
number of each item needed for each task. This is a typical problem in development projects: oral
instructions work, but written are often too difficult to follow.
Study trips to Makoa farm seem to have been a real success. For these village students everything they saw
and heard was new and amazing. Three boys and three girls from each school were taken on the trip. These
students were selected on their performance in the club activities. Their duty was to report to the other club
members (and preferably the whole school) what they had learned. The schedule for the one-day training
was the following:
8.30 Arrival, introduction, tea
9.15 Walk to the bat cave to visit a colony of Mountain Fruit Bats - discussion about their role in nature.
10.00 Juice
10.05 Monkey walk - Discussion: Can a monkey be domesticated? (Makoa farm keeps receiving monkeys
from all over Tanzania that have been kept as pets by Tanzanians. They are often mistreated and in bad
shape, malnourished, with wounds and kept in chains or in small cages. Makoa farm is working on getting
these monkeys back into nature but it if often not possible)
11.30 Pictures of animal relations on Makoa-Farm to illustrate inter-species relationships.
12.00 Feeding horses
12.30 Lunch
13.30 Animals on Makoa-Farm - explanation and feeding (animals include: eagles, mongoose, serval cat,
marabou stork, rabbit, guinea pig, goat, impala, secretary bird, saddle billed stork, common duiker, jackal,
warthog, bush pig, domestic pig, pelican, horse, donkeys, buffalo, cow, porcupine, chicken, duck, dog, cats,
peacock)
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14.15 Horses: Students are split into groups and each group of 3-4 students work together with one groom to
brush, clean and prepare a horse for a ride. Thereafter they will get on horseback for some riding experience.
15.45 Food web (the interconnectedness of ecosystems).
16.45 - 17.00 juice and departure
Running this project locally with a Liana member in Finland has been a new challenge for Liana. At the end
of the monitoring trip it was decided that we continue this project and improve the challenging areas such as
communications and reporting. The lessons are of such a high value to the students and their teachers, and
the study trips such as the one to Makoa farm such a memorable, once in a lifetime experience, that it is
worth struggling to push this project to its end.
As Shangwe wrote after the first visit:
We appreciate the study visit. It was so marvellous, not to me only but to all teachers and students too. First,
we appreciate the way they love animals both domesticated and tamed, the way they feed them with love every animal or bird has its name. We were also attracted by the monkeys and we played with them.
However some were aggressive due to past history of being mistreated. And then the horse riding: Each one
of us did a ride. Actually this trip is a real adventure to us. In addition, we had nice breakfast, lunch and
juice. We really appreciate.

4. Keeping Liana running: General administration
The Annual Meeting was again held as an email meeting, as this format allows all members to take
part. The Board remained unchanged: Eija (Chair), Miika (Vice-Chair), Ric (Secretary) and Jarno
and Kirsi as members.
• Board consultations have also been held as necessary by email.
• All administration of Liana was done on a voluntary basis, mostly by Eija. Eija and Ric returned
from Tanzania to Finland in April 2014.
• Eija has kept the website (www.liana-ry.org) up to date, so that it provides an archive list of
activities, many of them with photos attached.
• Tilintarkastusrengas Oy audited the 2013 accounts.
Thank you!
•

5. Members and Support
At the end of 2014 we have twelve regular members and eight supporting members. Supporting member
fees of 2014 - and most of the Regular members fees - have covered part of the Mwanga activities. In
addition we had € 2259.36 carry-over funds from the Ministry for Foreign Affairs funding for 2013 which
was used entirely for the tank building activity. Liana members and supporters donated a total of € 3395 for
Liana activities, most of this, € 3375 was meant to cover the costs of the activities in Mwanga in 2015 and
especially Eija’s monitoring/guidance trips (including exploration of new project possibilities), and was thus
carried over to 2015. Liana has extremely small general administrative costs which makes it possible to
channel all donations to actual work.
A warm thank you to Liana members and supporters!
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6. Accounts for 2014
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Not marked in the Expenditure and Income sheet:
Value of Finnish voluntary work (Eija) in the
preparation of lesson plans and starting the
environmental education project:

min €7000
(calculated by ‘average Finnish income’ not average
Finnish income by a PhD holder)

Value of Tanzanian voluntary work (Shangwe) in
practicing the lessons with Eija:
Price of Award ticket from Helsinki to Kilimanjaro
and back:
Contribution by the school in tank materials:

150,000Tsh = €71

Total value of voluntary or in kind contributions:

about 1800e
400,000Tsh = €190 in kind (cash contribution in the
accounts)
€ 9061
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May year 2015 again bring the blessing of work well accomplished – linking local developme nt efforts
with expertise, resources, information and knowledge – for the improve ment of the livelihoods of the
poor.

